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SIGNED BY AUTHOR. Brand new. Trade paperback binding. Star Trek, 2001 A Space Odyssey, ET
and Star Wars are all fictional examples of space exploration and encounters that entertain and
stimulate our imagination. The legacy of this genre is further enhanced by the author William
Combs. In his story, Treasure: Orion's Legacy, William takes us on a compelling space adventure
with the main character Bob Collins. Written in an easy to read style, William's book is full of
astrophysics what ifs, techno wonders, and aliens. Imagine if you can, being placed in "Balanced
Suspension", a form of long term hibernation where the body neither ages nor dies; using
advanced medical science to reduce age by genetic manipulation; and using host DNA to create
exact body parts with no rejection. This makes possible the ability to increase life spans, not by
years or decades, but by centuries. The use of artificial intelligence, (AI), will manage space travel
and perform all manner of functions to meet human needs. BOTS as automated tools can carry
out repetitive and mundane tasks. In Williams story, travel in our current dimension is only possible
at about 85%...
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It in a of my personal favorite pdf. Of course, it really is play, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Nichola s Ra tke-- Nichola s Ra tke

This book may be worth purchasing. It typically fails to expense excessive. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the
book.
-- K en Wa tsica-- K en Wa tsica
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